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Abstract
1 Given a compact Riemann surface X of genus at least 2 with
automorphism group G we provide formulae that enable us to com-
pute traces of automorphisms of X on the space of global sections
of G-linearized line bundles defined on certain blow-ups of proyective
spaces along the curve X. The method is an adaptation of one used
by Thaddeus to compute the dimensions of those spaces. In particular
we can compute the traces of automorphisms of X on the Verlinde
spaces corresponding to the moduli space SUX(2,Λ) when Λ is a line
bundle G-linearized of suitable degree.
1 Introduction
Let X be a complex, irreducible, smooth, projective curve of genus at least 2
and automorphism group G = Aut(X). Let Λ be a G−linearized line bundle
over X.
By the Verlinde traces we refer to the traces of automorphisms of X on
the space H0(SUX(r,Λ),O(nΘ)), where SUX(r,Λ) is the moduli space of
semi-stable rank r vector bundles with determinant Λ and where O(Θ) is the
determinantal line bundle of SUX(r,Λ). In this work we address the problem
of computing the Verlinde Traces for the case r = 2.
Our approach and result will be explained in the paragraphs below. Before
that, we would like to mention a few things related to this problem. As the
reader may be aware the case of the Verlinde Traces for the identity of G
is already solved. A formula for dim H0(SUX(r,Λ),O(nΘ)) was conjectured
by E. Verlinde [25] and there are many proofs of it(see for instance the
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1 INTRODUCTION
following works concerning this case [22],[4],[23], [9], [18], [7], [27], [10], [3], [24]
and [26]). The action of non-trivial automorphism groups G on the Verlinde
spaces had already been considered in the work of Dolgachev ([8] in his proof
of Cor. 6.3) and in the work of the first author [15] where some Verlinde
traces can be computed for the cases Λ = OX , n = 1 and arbitrary rank
r by computing them on H0(JgX−1X ,O(rΘJgX−1X
))∗ ∼= H0(SUX(r,Λ),O(nΘ)).
As there are automorphisms of SUX(r,Λ) that are not induced by G (for a
description Aut(SUX(r,Λ)) and related results see [13],[12], [5]) we should
also mention that the action of torsion elements of the Jacobian of X acting
on the Verlinde spaces of some moduli spaces of vector bundles had also
been considered in the works [19], [20] and [2]. Explicit formulas for the
corresponding Verlinde Traces are provided in the latter two.
Coming back to our problem, in the rank 2 case , we followed the method
used by Thaddeus to derive the Verlinde formula in [23]. One can see that his
method can be extended to compute the Verlinde Traces by just replacing
the use of the Riemmann-Roch Theorem for the use of the Atiyah-Singer
Holomorphic Lefschetz Theorem [[1], Theorem 4.6] and in this work we derive
some formulae (Theorem 6.1 ) required to apply the Holomorphic Lefschetz
Theorem in Thaddeus’ method.
Let KX be the canonical line bundle of X. Suppose that KXΛ is very
ample. Let X ↪→ PN be the embeding defined by the complete linear system
| KXΛ |. Let pi : P˜NX 7→ PN be the blow-up of PN with center X and let E be
the corresponding exceptional divisor. The Picard group of P˜NX is generated by
O(E) and the hyperplane line bundle O(H). For integers m,n let O1(m,n) =
O((m + n)H − nE) and let Vm,n = H0(P˜NX ,O1(m,n)). Thaddeus shows that
for d > 2gX − 2 there is a natural isomorphism
H0(SUX(2,Λ),O(kΘ)) ∼= Vk,k(d/2−1). (1)
Under some mild conditions on m,n he finds a formula for the dimension
of Vm,n (see Theorem 3.1 below). The cases not covered by those conditions
can be dealt with easily.
Now, when we assume that Λ is G-linearized it induces an action of G
on PN and on the blow-up P˜NX such that the embedding X ↪→ PN and the
blow-up map pi are G-equivariant. The line bundles O1(m,n) can be equipped
with a linearization induced by that of Λ. That is because O(H) = pi∗OPN (1)
comes equipped with a linearization induced by that of Λ; also since E is a
G-invariant divisor O(E) admits a linearization of G which is unique since
h0(P˜NX ,O(E)) = 1. So one can consider the problem of computing the traces of
elements ofG on the spaces Vm,n (Thaddeus traces) . The formula for dimVm,n
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is a linear combination of Euler Characteristics of sheaves Bi,m,n defined over
symetric products SiX of the curve (see section 3 below) and these sheaves
are naturally G-linearized. By tracking back the proof of Theorem 3.1 one
notice that the homomorphisms between the cohomology groups involved
are G-equivariant and that the trace of an element of G on Vm,n is in fact
obtained by replacing the Euler characteristics of the sheaves Bi,m,n by their
corresponding Lefschetz numbers (see formula 10 below).
According to the Holomorphic Lefschetz Theorem the contribution Ci,Z
to the Lefschetz number L(h,Bi,m,n) by a component Z of fixed points of h
in SiX is given by
Ci,Z(h) = deg
{
chh(i
∗
ZBi,m,n)[
∏
j Uj(NZ/SiX(ν
j))]Td(TZ)
det(Id− h|N∨
Z/SiX
)
}
nZ
, (2)
where nZ = dimZ. As we pointed out earlier, the calculation of the general-
ized Chern Character chh(i
∗
ZBi,m,n) is the main goal of this paper (Theorem
6.1 ). The other data required to apply (2), namely the stable characteristic
classes U(NZ/SiX(ν
j)) of the normal bundle NZ/SiX , the Todd class Td(TZ)
of the tangent bundle TZ and det(Id−h|N∨
Z/SiX
), have been dealt with in the
works [15] and [16]. However, in section 5 we present a generalization of the
formula for the stable characteristic classes U(NZ/SiX(ν
j)) that was given in
[16]. The Theorem 4.1 is required for the proof of Theorem 6.1 and part of
its proof is modelled on the proof of Proposition 2.1 in [15]. At the end of the
paper we ilustrate the use of formula 10, when X is a hyperelliptic curve of
genus 2, by computing the Verlinde Traces corresponding to the hyperelliptic
involution. Some results in this work are based on certain results of the Ph.D
Thesis of the second author [21].
2 Notation
Let p be a positive integer an let ν = exp(2ipi/p). Given a finite cyclic group
H = 〈h〉 of order p acting trivially on a variety Z and given an H-linearized
vector bundle F on Z there is a decomposition into eigen-bundles
F =
p−1⊕
j=0
F (νj),
that is, F (νj) is the sub-bundle of F where the action of h on the fibers is
multiplication by νj.
For a divisor D on a variety W let O(D) is the corresponding line-bundle.
If F is a sheaf on W we usually write F (D) rather than F ⊗O(D). Usually
F n = F⊗n, also if K is another sheaf some times we could write KF = K⊗F .
3
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3 The trace formula
Let piSiX : X × SiX 7→ SiX and Xpi : X × SiX 7→ X be the natural
projections. Let ∆i ⊂ X × SiX be the universal divisor and let j′ denote its
inclusion into X × SiX . Consider the Thaddeus bundles
W−i = (R
0
piSiX
)∗O∆iΛ(−∆i)
= (R0piSiX )∗{{j′∗O∆i} ⊗ Xpi∗(Λ)⊗OX×SiX(−∆i)}.
(3)
and
W+i = (R
1
piSiX
)∗Λ−1(2∆i)
= (R1piSiX )∗{Xpi∗(Λ−1)⊗OX×SiX(2∆i)}.
(4)
These are vector bundles of ranks i and d+g−1−2i, respectively. Define
Li = det
−1pi!ΛOX×SiX(−∆i)⊗ det−1pi!OX×SiX(∆i). (5)
and let Ui → SiX be the bundle
Ui = W
−
i ⊕ (W+i )∨. (6)
Consider the Euler characteristic
Ni = χ(S
iX,Bi,m,n), (7)
where
Bi,m,n = L
m
i ⊗ ∧iW−i ⊗ Sqi−iUi. (8)
and qi = n − (i − 1)m. A special case is B0,m,n = Sm+nH0(X,KXΛ) and
N0 = dimB0,m,n.
Theorem 3.1. (See (6.9) in[23]) Let m,n ≥ 0 and suppose that
m(d− 2)− 2n > −d+ 2g − 2. Then
dimVm,n =
∞∑
i=0
(−1)iNi =
w∑
i=0
(−1)iNi, (9)
where w = [(d− 1)/2].
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Under our hypothesis one has that for any h ∈ G
Trace(h|Vm,n ) =
∞∑
i=0
(−1)iNi(h) =
w∑
i=0
(−1)iNi(h), (10)
where Ni(h) stands for the Lefschetz number
L(h,Bi,m,n) =
i∑
j=0
(−1)jTrace(h|Hj(SiX,Bi,m,n)), (11)
and for i = 0,
N0(h) = Trace(h|B0,m,n) = coef
tm+n
[
1
det(I − t · h|H0(X,KXΛ))
]
. (12)
4 The chern classes
Let h be an automorphism of the curve X and assume that h has order p 6= 1.
Let ZD be a k-dimensional component of fixed points of h in the sym-
metric product SiX. Let ιD denote the inclusion ZD ⊂ SiX. Consider the
decompositions into eigenbundles
ι∗DW
−
i =
p⊕
j=1
ι∗DW
−
i (ν
j) (13)
and
ι∗DW
+
i =
p⊕
j=1
ι∗DW
+
i (ν
j). (14)
For the proof of Theorem 6.1 in Section 6 we need to know the Chern
classes of all these eigenbundles and before we compute them we recall from
[[15]] that a k-dimensional component of fixed points of h in SiX is isomor-
phic to the symmetric product SkY . Where Y is the quotient curve X/〈h〉.
These components are parametrized by a set of certain kind of h- invariant
divisors Ak of degree dk = i− pk. For each D ∈ Ak there is an embedding
ιD : S
kY
ι
↪→ SpkX AD↪→ Spk+dkX (15)
where ι sends Z ∈ SkY to the divisor f ∗Z ∈ SpkX ( f : X → Y = X/〈h〉 is
the quotient map) and AD sends Z ∈ SpkX to Z +D ∈ Spk+dkX.
5
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Then the Chern classes of our eigenbudles can be expressed in terms of the
cohomology classes θ, x and σi ∈ H2(SkY,Z) (ver [14] for details on coho-
mology of symmetric products), where x represents the class of a divisor
q + Sk−1Y ⊂ SkY in H2(SkY,Z) and θ is represents class of the pull back
of the theta divisor class Θ ∈ H2(JY ,Z) of the Jacobian JY of Y under the
Abel Jacobi map. We recall some relations of these cohomology clases:
θ =
gY∑
i=1
σi, σiσj = σjσi, and σ
2
i = 0. (16)
If 0 ≤ a ≤ gY and 0 ≤ d, then
σi1σi2 . . . σiax
d = xa+d, for distinct i1, i2, . . . , ia. Also (17)
θaxd = a!
(
gY
a
)
xa+d and (18)
ezθ =
gY∏
i=1
(1 + zσi). (19)
Let D ∈ Ak. We will consider as well the following decomposition into eigen-
bundles on Y
f∗(Λs(−nD)) =
p−1⊕
j=0
λs,j,n, (20)
here λs,j,n := f∗(Λs(−nD))(νj). We have the following
Theorem 4.1. Let ZD be a k-dimensional component of fixed points of h
in SiX. Let mj,1,mj,2,m
′
j,n denote the degrees of the bundles λ1,j,1,λ1,j,2 and
λ−1,j,n,respectively, in formula (20). Let gY be the genus of the quotient curve
Y . Then,
a) For the eigenbundles in (14) their corresponding Chern characters and
classes are given by:
ch(ι∗DW
+
i (ν
j)) = −e2x(1 +m′j,−2 − (−2k + gY + 4θ)) (21)
and
c(ι∗DW
+
i (ν
j)) =
e
4θ
1+2x
(1 + 2x)(1+m
′
j,−2+2k−gY )
. (22)
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b) For the eigenbundles in equation (13) we have:
ch(ι∗DW
−
i (ν
j)) = e−x(1+mj,1−(k+gY +θ))−e−2x(1+mj,2−(2k+gY +4θ)) (23)
and
c(ι∗DW
−
i (ν
j)) =
(1− x)1+mj,1−k−gY
(1− 2x)1+mj,2−2k−gY e
− θ
1−x+
4θ
1−2x . (24)
In the diagrams (25),(26)and (27) below we introduce notacion for some
morphisms that appear in the proof of Theorem 4.1 and of Lemma 4.2. In the
diagram (25) ρSkY and piSiX are the natural projections, ιD is the embedding
(15) corresponding to the component ZD, j
′ stands for the embedding of the
universal divisor ∆i of S
iX, ∆′′ := (IdX×ιD)∗∆i and β′ is the corresponding
embedding into X × SkY .
∆′′
β′
X × SkY
ρSkY
?
-IdX × ιD X × SiX
?
piSiX
∆i
j′
SiX,SkY
-ιD
(25)
According to (15) we have (IdX × ιD) = (IdX ×AD) ◦ (IdX × ι) and the
diagram (25) can be subdivided as in (26) below
7
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X × SkY -IdX × ι X × SpkX -IdX ×AD X × SiX
?
ρSkY
?
ρSpkX
?
ρSiX
SkY -
ι
SpkX -
AD
SiX
∆pk
(26)
We will also consider the universal divisor ∆pk of S
pkX and the projections
Xpi : X × SiX 7→ X,
piX : X × SpkX 7→ X and
pi′X : X × SkY 7→ X.
The diagram (27) involves the projection ρSkY which is decomposed as ρ
′
SkY ◦
F , where F = f × IdSkY and ρ′SkY is the projection Y × SkY 7→ SkY .
X
?
f
Y
X × SkYff pi′X
?
F = f × IdSkY
Y × SkYff
piY
?
SkY
ρ′
SkY
ρSkY
∆Y
(27)
Lemma 4.2. Let ∆Y be the universal divisor of S
kY .Consider the line bun-
dles Λ′′ = pi′X
∗Λ on X × SkY and Ls,j,n = piY ∗λs,j,n on Y × SkY . Then we
have for l ≥ 0
RlρSkY ∗(Λ
′′s(−n∆′′)) ∼=
p−1⊕
j=0
Rlρ′SkY ∗(Ls,j,n(−n∆Y )). (28)
8
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In particular,
RlρSkY ∗(Λ
′′s(−n∆′′))(νj) ∼= Rlρ′SkY ∗(Ls,j,n(−n∆Y )) and (29)
R0F∗{Λ′′s(−n∆′′)}(νj) ∼= Ls,j,n(−n∆Y ). (30)
Proof. Since ρSkY = ρ
′
SkY ◦ F , ( F = f × IdSkY ) and F has finite fibers one
can write
RlρSkY ∗Λ′′
s(−n∆′′) ∼= Rlρ′
SkY
∗(R
0
F∗{Λ′′s(−n∆′′)}). (31)
Next we shall write ∆′′ in terms of the universal divisor ∆pk of SpkX and
of the divisor D (see formula (32) below). We have
∆′′ = (IdX × ιD)∗∆i = (IdX × ι)∗(IdX ×AD)∗(∆i)
and by the universal property of ∆i applied to the right hand side square
of the diagram (26) one has that (IdX ×AD)∗(∆i) is the relative divisor of
degree i inducing AD. So we have
(IdX ×AD)∗(∆i) = ∆pk + pi∗XD
and
∆′′ = (pi′X)∗D + (IdX × ι)∗∆pk. (32)
Now, using (32) in (31) and the fact that
(IdX × ι)∗∆pk = F ∗∆Y
we have
RlρSkY ∗Λ′′
s(−n∆′′) ∼= Rlρ′
SkY
∗(R
0
F∗{Λ′′s(−npi′∗XD − nF ∗∆Y )})∼= Rlρ′
SkY
∗(OY×SkY (−n∆Y )⊗R0F∗{pi′∗X(Λs(−nD)}).
Using the following base change isomorphism induced from the left hand side
square of (27)
pi∗Y f∗(Λ
s(−nD))) ∼= R0F∗{pi′∗X(Λs(−nD))} (33)
9
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and using the decomposition into eigen-bundles (20) we get
RlρSkY ∗Λ′′
s(−n∆′′) ∼= Rlρ′
SkY
∗(OY×SkY (−n∆Y )⊗ pi∗Y f∗(Λs(−nD)))
=
⊕p−1
j=0 R
l
ρ′
SkY
∗(OY×SkY (−n∆Y )⊗ pi∗Y λs,j,n),
from which the Lemma follows.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. a) We first notice that
ι∗DW
+
i
∼= R1ρ
SkY
∗(IdX × ιD)∗(Λ−1(2∆i)). (34)
This is because under our conditions the natural base change morphism
ι∗D(R
1
piSiX
)∗Λ−1(2∆i) 7→ R1ρ
SkY
∗(IdX × ιD)∗(Λ−1(2∆i)), (35)
induced from diagram (25), is an isomorphism. That is, from Corollary 2
pg. 50 in [17] we see that the higher direct images (RjpiSiX )∗Λ
−1(2∆i), j ≥ 0,
are locally free sheaves and that for any y ∈ SiX the natural maps
φjy : (R
j
piSiX
)∗Λ−1(2∆i)⊗ k(y) 7→ Hj((X × SiX)y, (Λ−1(2∆i)y)
are isomorphisms (in fact, the only ones that are non zero are (R1piSiX )∗Λ
−1(2∆i)
and φ1y). So the isomorphism in ( 35) follows as a particular case of Corollario
6.9.9.2 in [11] or from Theorem 2.1 in [6] .
Since R1ρ
SkY
∗(IdX × ιD)∗(Λ−1(2∆i)) ∼= (Λ′′−1(2∆′′)), we have by Lemma
4.2 that
ι∗DW
+
i (ν
j) ∼= R1ρ′
SkY
∗(L−1,j,−2(2∆Y )), (36)
so that using the Grothendieck-Riemann-Roch theorem one can compute the
Chern characters ch(ι∗DW
+(νj)). In fact, ch(ι∗DW
+(νj)) can be derived from
[(7.4),[23]], that is,
ch(ι∗DW
+
i (ν
j)) = −e2x(1 +m′j,−2 − (−2k + gY + 4θ))
since R0ρ′
SkY
∗(OY×SkY (2∆Y )⊗ pi∗YL′j,−2) = 0. On the other hand, using (19)
one has the factorization
e
4θ
1+2x
(1 + 2x)(1+m
′
j,−2+2k−gY )
= (1 + 2x)(r
′′−gY ) ·
gY∏
i=1
(1 + 4σi + 2x), (37)
10
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where r′′ = −1 − mj,−2 − 2k + gY . So (37) can be seen as the Chern class
c(L⊕(r
′′−gY )⊕ (L⊗E)), where L is a line bundle with Chern class 1 + 2x and
E is a rank gY vector bundle with c(E) = e
θ. Since ch(L⊕(r
′′−gY )⊕(L⊗E)) =
ch(ι∗DW
+
i (ν
j)) we have c(L⊕(r
′′−gY ) ⊕ (L⊗ E)) = c(ι∗DW+i (νj)).
proof of b): As in the proof of a), we have the following base change
isomorphism
ι∗DW
−
i
∼= (R0ρ
SkY
)∗β′∗{O∆′′Λ′′(−∆′′)}∼= (R0ρ
SkY
)∗{{β′∗O∆′′} ⊗ Λ′′(−∆′′)}∼= R0ρ′
SkY
∗(R
0
F∗{{β′∗O∆′′} ⊗ Λ′′(−∆′′)}).
(38)
Consider the exact sequence
0→ Λ′′(−2∆′′)→ Λ′′(−∆′′)→ Λ′′ ⊗ β′∗O∆′′(−∆′′)→ 0. (39)
Since F has finite fibers we get an exact sequence
0→ R0F∗Λ′′(−2∆′′)→ R0F∗Λ′′(−∆′′)→ R0F∗Λ′′⊗β′∗O∆′′(−∆′′)→ 0, (40)
which induces, for each j = 0, 1 · · · p−1, an exact sequence of νj-eigen sheaves
0→ R0F∗Λ′′(−2∆′′)(νj)→ R0F∗Λ′′(−∆′′)(νj)→ R0F∗Λ′′⊗β′∗O∆′′(−∆′′)(νj)→ 0. (41)
Since
ι∗DW
−
i (ν
j) = R0ρ′
SkY
∗{R0F∗{{β′∗O∆′′}⊗Λ′′(−∆′′)}(νj)} for j = 0, 1 · · · p−1
and
(Rsρ′
SkY
)∗β′∗{O∆′′Λ′′(−∆′′)} = 0 for s ≥ 1,
we see that
ch(ι∗DW
−
i (ν
j)) = ch(ρ′
SkY
!R0F∗Λ
′′(−∆′′)(νj))− ch(ρ′
SkY
!R0F∗Λ
′′(−2∆′′)(νj)),
and using the Lemma 4.2 the last is
= ch(ρ′
SkY
!(L1,j,1(−∆Y )))− ch(ρ′SkY !(L1,j,2(−2∆Y ))).
(42)
Using again [(7.4),[23]], we have
ch(i∗DW
−
i (ν
j)) =
e−x(1 +mj,1 − (k + gY + θ))− e−2x(1 +mj,2 − (2k + gY + 4θ)).
(43)
11
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For the calculation of the Chern class we write
ch(i∗DW
−
i (ν
j)) = e−x(r − θ)) + e−2x(r′ + 4θ).
One can assume r, r′ ≥ gY . Then
ch(i∗DW
−
i (ν
j)) = ch((L1 ⊗ E1)⊕ (L2 ⊗ E2)),
where L1 and L2 are line bundles with Chern classes 1 − x and 1 − 2x
respectively and E1 and E2 are vector bundles with Chern characteres r− θ
and r′ + 4θ respectively. So,
c(i∗DW
−
i (ν
j)) = c(L1 ⊗ E1) · c(L2 ⊗ E2).
From (16) one can asume that the non-zero Chern roots of E1 and E2 are
−σ1, . . . ,−σgY and 4σ1, . . . , 4σgY respectively, so that
c(i∗DW
−
i (ν
j)) = ((1−x)r−gY
gY∏
i=1
(1−x−σi))·((1−2x)r′−gY
gY∏
i=1
(1−2x+4σi)) (44)
and using (19) the last is
= (1− x)re −θ1−x (1− 2x)r′e 4θ1−2x .
5 Stable Characteristic Classes
Theorem 5.1 below is a generalization of Theorem 2.3 in [16] where the case
D = 0 is considered. The proof, which we have omitted here, can be done
using similar arguments to those in the proof of Theorem 4.1 above.
Theorem 5.1. Let ZD be a k-dimensional component of fixed points of h
in SiX. Let nj and n
′
j be the degrees of the line bundles λ0,j,−1 and λ0,j,0 in
formula (20) respectively. Then
a) ch(NSkZD/SiX(ν
j)) = −(1 + n′j − gY ) + ex(1 + nj + k− gY − θ), (45)
b) c(NZD/SiX(ν
j)) = (1 + x)1+nj+k−gY e−
θ
1+x , (46)
c) Uj(NZD/SiX(ν
j)) =
(
1− 1
νj
)A(
1− e
−x
νj
)−A
exp
(
θe−x
νj − e−x
)
·
(
1− e−x/νj
1− ν−j
)−nj
,
12
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(47)
d)
p−1∏
j=1
Uj(NZD/SiX(ν
j)) = pAm(e−x)−Aeθq(e
−x)
p−1∏
j=1
(
1− e−x/νj
1− ν−j
)−nj
, (48)
where A = k + 1− gY , m(z) =
∑p−1
j=0 z
i and q(z) = −zm
′(z)
m(z)
.
6 The generalized Chern character for Bi,m,n
Let ZD be a component of fixed points of the automphism h. Let E and F
be h−linearized vector bundles on ZD. The generalized Chern character of
E is given by
chh(E) =
p−1∑
j=0
νjch[E(νj)],
where ch[E(νj)] is the Chern character of the eigen-bundle E(νj). As in the
case of the usual Chern character one has that
chh(E ⊗ F ) = chh(E)chh(F ).
So, from equation (8) we have
chh(ι
∗
DBi,m,n) = chh(ι
∗
DL
m
i )chh(∧iι∗DW−i )chh(ι∗DSqi−(i)Ui). (49)
The factors on the right hand-side of (49) are given in the following result.
Theorem 6.1. Let ZD be a k-dimensional component of fixed points of h in
SiX. Let gY be the genus of the quotient curve Y . Let dk = i − pk be the
degree of D. Let νl and νl
′
be the eigen-values corresponding to the action of
h on the line-bundles ι∗DLi and ∧iι∗DW−i respectively.
We have the following
a) chh(ι
∗
DL
m
i ) = ν
lm · em(d−2i)x+2mpθ. (50)
b) chh(∧iι∗DW−i ) = νl
′ · e(d−3i+1−gX)x+3pθ. (51)
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c)Let mj,n and m
′
j,n denote respectively the degrees of the bundles λ1,j,n and
λ−1,j,n in formula (20) .Then
chh(S
qi−iUi) = (52)
= coef
tqi−i
exp( −ptpθ
epx − tp
)
· (1− t
pe−px)k+gY −1
(1− tpe−2px)2gY −2 ·
p−1∏
j=0
{
(1− νjte−2x)mj,2+m′p−j,−2
(1− νjte−x)mj,1
} .
Proof. Parts a) and b) follow from [(7.5),[23]] and the restriction rules ι∗Dθ =
pθ and ι∗Dη = η. For c), let E be a rank rE vector bundle on ZD and let
P (E, t) :=
∞∑
l=0
ch[Sl(E)] · tl. (53)
One has (see proof of (7.6) in [23])
P (E, t) =
∏
Chern roots α of E,
1
1− teα . (54)
Let F be an h-linearized vector bundle on ZD and let
Qh(F, t) =
∞∑
l=0
chh(S
lF ) · tl. (55)
Since SlF =
⊕p−1
j=0(S
lF )(νj), a Chern root γ of SlF is a Chern root of
(SlF )(νj) for some j, say γ =
∑s
i=1 βiαi where βi ≥ 0,
∑s
i=1 βi = l and αi is
a Chern root of F (νji) for some integer ji. Then ν
jeγ = m(νj1α1, . . . , ν
jsαs)
where m(x1, . . . , xs) =
∏s
i=1 x
βi
i is a degree l monomial. So one has that
Qh(F, t) =
∏
Chern roots α of F (νj),
j = 0, ..., p− 1.
1
1− νjteα , (56)
from which one sees that
Qh(F, t) =
p−1∏
j=0
P (F (νj), νjt). (57)
We take F = ι∗DUi
Qh(ι
∗
DUi, t) =
p−1∏
j=0
P (Ui(ν
j), νjt). (58)
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Now, we have that
c(Ui(ν
j)) = c(ι∗DW
−
i (ν
j)) · c((ι∗DW+i )∗(νj)).
From equations 44 and 37 one has the following factorizations
c(ι∗DW
−
i (ν
j)) = (1−x)(r−gY ) ·(1−2x)(r′−gY )
gY∏
i=1
(1−σi−x) ·
gY∏
i=1
(1+4σi−2x)
and
c((ι∗DW
+
i )
∗(νj)) = (1− 2x)(r′′−gY ) ·
gY∏
i=1
(1− 4σi − 2x),
where r = 1 +mj,1 − k − gY ,r′ = −1−mj,2 + 2k + gY and
r′′ = −1−m′p−j,−2 − 2k + gY . So
P (Ui(ν
j), t) = (
1
1− te−x )
r−gY ·
gY∏
i=1
(
1
1− te−σi−x )×
×( 1
1− te−2x )
r′−gY ·
gY∏
i=1
(
1
1− te4σi−2x ) ·(
1
1− te−2x )
r′′−gY ·
gY∏
i=1
(
1
1− te−4σi−2x ).
Let h(z) := 1
1−te−z . Expanding the following around σi = 0
h(σi + x) =
1
1− te−σi−x ,
h(−4σi + 2x) = 1
1− te4σi−2x
and
h(4σi + 2x) =
1
1− te−4σi−2x ,
and using σ2i = 0 one has that
(
1
1− te−x )
r−gY ·
gY∏
i=1
(
1
1− te−σi−x ) = (
1
1− te−x )
r ·
gY∏
i=1
(1 + σi
h′(x)
h(x)
)
= (
1
1− te−x )
r · e(θ h
′(x)
h(x)
) = (1− te−x)−r · exp( −tθ
ex − t).
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Also
(
1
1− te−2x )
r′−gY ·
gY∏
i=1
(
1
1− te4σi−2x )
= (
1
1− te−2x )
r′ ·
gY∏
i=1
(1− 4σih
′(2x)
h(2x)
)
= (
1
1− te−2x )
r′ · e(−4θ h
′(2x)
h(2x)
) = (1− te−2x)−r′ · exp( 4tθ
e2x − t)
and
(
1
1− te−2x )
r′′−gY ·
gY∏
i=1
(
1
1− te−4σi−2x )
= (
1
1− te−2x )
r′′ ·
gY∏
i=1
(1 + 4σi
h′(2x)
h(2x)
)
= (
1
1− te−2x )
r′′ · e(4θ h
′(2x)
h(2x)
) = (1− te−2x)−r′′ · exp( −4tθ
e2x − t),
respectively. We get that
P (Ui(ν
j), t) = (1−te−x)−1−mj,1+k+gY ·exp( −tθ
ex − t)(1−te
−2x)2+mj,2+m
′
p−j,−2−2gY
(59)
and
P (Ui(ν
j), νjt) = (60)
(1− νjte−x)−1−mj,1+k+gY · exp( −ν
jtθ
ex − νjt)(1− ν
jte−2x)2+mj,2+m
′
p−j,−2−2gY .
Qh(Ui, t) = exp
( −ptpθ
epx − tp
)
· (1− t
pe−px)k+gY −1
(1− tpe−2px)2gY −2 ·
p−1∏
j=0
{
(1− νjte−2x)mj,2+m′p−j,−2
(1− νjte−x)mj,1
}
. (61)
Therefore
chh(S
lUi) = coef
tl
(Qh(Ui, t))
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= coef
tl
[
exp
( −ptpθ
epx − tp
)
· (1− t
pe−px)k+gY −1
(1− tpe−2px)2gY −2 ·
p−1∏
j=0
{
(1− νjte−2x)mj,2+m′p−j,−2
(1− νjte−x)mj,1
}]
.
In particular if l = qi − i, qi as in equation( 8), one has
chh(S
qi−(i)Ui) = coef
tqi−(i)
(Qh(Ui, t)) (62)
7 The involution of a hyperelliptic curve
Puting all data availabe to us so far in formula (2) and using (7.2) from [[23]]
the contribution of a component ZD of fixed points in S
iX of an automor-
phism h of order p to the number Ni(h) is
Ci,ZD =
pAνl
′+lm
(1−νp−1)a1 ···(1−ν)ap−1 Coef
tqi−(i)
Res
x=0
{
[m(e−x)]−A
∏p−1
j=1
(
1− e−x
νj
1−ν−j
)−nj
×
e[d(1+m)−i(3+2m)+1−gX ]x · (1−tpe−px)k+gY −1
(1−tpe−2px)2gY −2 ·
∏p−1
j=0
{
(1−νjte−2x)mj,2+m′p−j,−2
(1−νjte−x)mj,1
}
×(
x
1−e−x
)k−gY +1 · (1+x[q(e−x)+p(3+2m)− ptpepx−tp+( 1ex−1− 1x )])gY
xk+1
dx
}
,
(63)
where
aj = rank(NZD/SiX(ν
p−j)) = (np−j − n′p−j + k). (64)
The constants appearing in Ci,ZD (63) depend on the particular situation
and next we will compute them for the case where X is a hyperelliptic curve
of genus gX , the automorphism h is the hyperelliptic involution and Λ = K
2
X .
For the involution of a hyperelliptic curve the contribution Ci,ZD(h) to the
Lefschetz number Ni(h) does not depend on D but only on the dimension of
ZD, the dimension of S
iX and the genus gX of X. So we write
Ci,k,g = Ci,ZD
for ZD a k−dimensional component. There are 2gX + 2 fixed points of h in
the curve X and there are
(
2gX+2
i−2k
)
k−dimensional components ZD of fixed
points of h in SiX each one corresponding to a divisor D of degree i − 2k
supported on i− 2k distinct fixed points of h.
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So we have
Trace(h|Vm,n ) = N0(h) +
w∑
i=1
[i/2]∑
k=0
(−1)i
(
2gX + 2
i− 2k
)
Ci,k,g(h). (65)
Let f∗Λs(−nD) =
⊕1
j=0 λs,j,n,
we need to compute the following numbers:
mj,1 = degλ1,j,1,
mj,2 = degλ1,j,2,
m′j,n = degλ−1,j,n,
nj = degλ0,j,−1,
n′j = degλ0,j,0.
In order to do that, consider the virtual representation
W = H0(X,Λs(−nD))−H1(X,Λs(−nD)),
then the virtual dimensions of its eigen-spaces are given by
dimW (ν1) =
1
2
[L(h0, X,Λs(−nD))− L(h,X,Λs(−nD))] (66)
and
dimW (ν0) =
1
2
[L(h0, X,Λs(−nD)) + L(h,X,Λs(−nD))]. (67)
By Riemann-Roch Theorem we have:
L(h0, X,Λs(−nD)) = sd− n(i− 2k)− gX + 1 (68)
and by the Atiyah- Bott formula we have for Λ = K2X :
L(h,X,Λs(−nD)) = (−1)nDeg(D)/2 + (1)n(2gX + 2−Deg(D))/2
= (−1)n(i− 2k)/2 + (2gX + 2− (i− 2k))/2.
(69)
Using that
Hl(X,Λs(−nD))(νj) ∼= Hl(Y, λs,j,n),
where Y is the quotient curve X/ < h >= P1, we have
that the Euler characteristics of the eigen-bundles λs,j,n are given by
χ(Y, λs,j,n) = dimW (ν
j) = degλs,j,n + 1
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that is,
deg λs,j,n = dimW (ν
j)− 1. (70)
In particular, we have the following
Lemma 7.1. Let h be the involution of a hyperelliptic curve of genus gX and
let Λ = K2X then
m1,1 = gX − 3,
m0,1 = 2gX − 2 + 2k − i,
m1,2 = gX − 3− i+ 2k,
m0,2 = 2gX − 2 + 2k − i,
m′1,−2 = −2k + i− 3gX + 1,
m′2,−2 = m
′
0,−2 = −2k + i− 2gX + 2,
n1 = i− 2k − gX − 1,
n′1 = −gX − 1.
Lemma 7.2. The action of h on ∧iι∗DW−i is multiplication by (−1)i+k.
Proof. Consider the decomposition into eigen-bundles
ι∗DW
−
i = ι
∗
DW
−
i (ν
0)⊕ ι∗DW−i (ν1).
Let d0, d1 be the ranks of the eigen-bundles ι
∗
DW
−
i (ν
0) and ι∗DW
−
i (ν
1)
respectively. Then
∧iι∗DW−i = ∧d0ι∗DW−i (ν0)⊗ ∧d1ι∗DW−i (ν1)
and the action of the involution h on ∧iι∗DW−i is given by
νd1 ,
that is,
∧iι∗DW−i = ∧iι∗DW−i (νd1).
To compute d1 it is enough to compute degree 0 part of ch(ι
∗
DW
−
i (ν
1)).
So from Theorem 4.1 part b) we have
d1 = m1,1 −m1,2 + k (71)
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Lemma 7.3. The action of h on ι∗DL
m
i is multiplication by (−1)mi.
Proof. Let p ∈ SkY , it will be enough to compute the action on the fiber
(Li)ιD(p). First one notice that
det(pi!OX×SiX(∆))ιD(p) = det(H
0(X, l(D))−H1(X, l(D))),
where l = OX(ι(p)) = OX(p+ h · p) and we see p here as a divisor on X.
If we take
W = H0(X, l(D))−H1(X, l(D)), then
det W = ∧d0W (ν0) ⊗ ∧d1W (ν1), where di = dim W (νi) and the action
of h on det W is given by (−1)d1 .
This can be computed as explained before Lemma 7.1 to obtain:
d1 ≡ i+ gX + k mod 2
Similarly for Λ = K2X :
det(pi!ΛOX×SiX(−∆))ιD(p) = det(H0(X,Λl−1(−D))−H1(X,Λl−1(−D))),
and the action of h on det(pi!ΛOX×SiX(−∆))ιD(p) is given by
(−1)gX+k
So the action of h on ι∗DL
m
i is given by (−1)mi.
7.1 A hyperelliptic curve of genus gX = 2
Let X be a hyperelliptic curve of genus gX = 2, let h be its hyperelliptic
involution and take Λ = K2X . We have the embbeding X
ΛKX
↪→ P4 and we will
see that
Trace(h|Vl,l(d/2−1)) = dim H0(P3,O(l)) (72)
for each integer l ≥ 0. Since d = 4gX − 4 = 4 we have that w = 1, then by
(65)
Trace(h|Vl,l(d/2−1)) =
1∑
i=0
(−1)iNi(h) (73)
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= coef
t2l
[
1
det(I − t · h|H0(X,KXΛ))
]
− C1,0,2(h)
(
6
1
)
.
To compute det(I − t · h|H0(X,KXΛ)) we compute the dimensions of the
eigenspaces of h|H0(X,KXΛ) and we have
dimH0(X,KXΛ)(ν
1) = 3gX − 2 = 4
and
dimH0(X,KXΛ)(ν
0) = 2gX − 3 = 1.
So we have
N0(h) = Coef
t2l
(
1
(1 + t)4(1− t)
)
. (74)
Now, for C1,0,2(h) we have that i = 1, qi − i = n− 1 = l − 1 and k = 0.
By (63)
C1,0,2 = (−1)l+1Coef
tl−1
·Res
x=0
{
1
4
1
(1− te−x)2
(
1 + e−x
1− e−x
)
e2lx
(1− te−2x)2
(1 + te−2x)4
dx
}
,
(75)
denoting e−x by λ the residue above becomes
Res
λ=1
{
− 1
4
1
(1− tλ)2
(
1 + λ
1− λ
)
1
λ2l+1
(1− tλ2)2
(1 + tλ2)4
dλ
}
. (76)
Notice that the function inside braces has a pole of order k′ = 1 on λ = 1,
then (76) is
lim
λ→1
[
1
(k − 1)!
dk−1
dλk−1
{
(λ− 1)kf(λ)}],
this limit is equal to 1
2(1+t)4
, in consecuence
C1,0,2 = (−1)l+1Coef
tl−1
(
1
2(1 + t)4
)
and
N1(h) = (−1)l+13 · Coef
tl−1
(
1
(1 + t)4
)
.
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We have accomplished
Trace(h|Vl,l) = Coef
t2l
(
1
(1 + t)4(1− t)
)
+(−1)l+23 ·Coef
tl−1
(
1
(1 + t)4
)
(77)
= Coef
t2l
(
(1− 3t+ 3t2 − t3
(1− t2)4
)
+ (−1)l+23 ·Coef
tl−1
(
1
(1 + t)4
)
,
using the Hilbert series of the ring K[x0, ..., xn], namely
∑
d≥0
(
n+ d
n
)
td =
1
(1− t)n+1 , (78)
one obtains then
Trace(h|Vl,l) =
(
3 + l
3
)
+ 3
(
3 + l − 1
3
)
− 3
(
3 + l − 1
3
)
,
=
(
3 + l
3
)
.
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